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ABSTRACT
John Ashley Kimble - On the Origin of Ethics

This essay will be an exploration of Darwin’s theory of natural selection and the
implications that the theory holds for the field of ethics. It will investigate the intellectual
climate of Darwin’s day and discuss how his theory was received both by his fellow
scientists and by the general public. It will provide a brief background of Darwin’s life
leading up to his famous voyage aboard the H.M.S. Beagle, as well as relevant
biographical details from his later life. It will provide a brief history of the gene and the
science of genetics and how this science has changed Darwin’s theory. The essay will
also delve into the attempts of others to apply the theory of evolution to ethics and try to
decide whether or not these views have any merit. It will look at examples of animal
altruism and will also explore the society of the Ik (a tribe of people in northern Uganda).
Finally, this essay will attempt to determine whether or not further study of biological
and social evolution can be helpful to the field of ethics.
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Section I: Darwin’s theory
In order to fully understand Darwin’s theory and the reaction to it, we must also
understand the intellectual climate in which The Origin ofSpecies was written. There
were a few scientists at this time who had already written evolutionary theories, but none
had been accepted by the scientific community at large. As late as the early nineteenth
century. Creationism was the accepted view by the majority of educated people. By the
time of Darwin’s voyage, however, a few scientists had begun to question this way of
thinking and a change was beginning to take place.
The initial work against Creationism involved the age of the earth. The
Creationists argued that the earth was only a few thousand years old. One of the first to
argue against this was a Scottish physician named James Hutton^ Hutton cirgued that
rather than being created at the beginning of time, the prominent features of the earth’s
surface were produced by wind, water, and weather. These forces had acted slowly over
a long period of time to create valleys, deserts, and canyons. Hutton was quick to point
out for this view to be possible the earth would have to be millions of years old.
Hutton’s view also helped to explain fossils. Instead of these fossils being the
remnants of creatures destroyed by the Great Flood, as some biologists suggested, they
were simply dead creatures, which had rotted. As they rotted, their natural substance was
replaced by stone. This leads us to the obvious conclusion that there must have been
creatures millions of years ago. The next step toward a theory of evolution was provided
by William Smith^. Smith noted that each stratum (a bed or layer of sedimentary rock
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having approximately the same composition throughout) had its own particular type of
fossil.
Finally, the French anatomist Georges Leopold Cuvier^ set the table for the theory
of evolution. Cuvier had a unique ability to rebuild entire dead animals from only a few
preserved bones. He also developed a system to classify organisms. He was able to
show that the long-dead animals were in the same families as the animals now living
today. “Moreover, the way was now open to noticing systematically and scientifically,
the astounding fact that there was an apparent progression in the strata from simpler to
more complex forms of life.”(James Rachels'*, p. 12)
Growing evidence seemed to suggest that evolution had occurred, but very few
scientists accepted it because there was no known mechanism. No one could explain
how or why evolution would have occurred. In the early nineteenth century, a French
naturalist named Jean Baptiste Lamarck^ attempted to explain this driving mechanism.
Lamarck argued, in an Aristotelian fashion, that every living animal had a force within it
that drove it toward complexity. The progress of this force is hindered by environmental
changes that can alter how the animal develops. These animals then pass their changes
on to their offspring.
Lamarck provided an example of a giraffe. He hypothesized that the giraffe was
the descendent of an antelope-like creature. These creatures lived in an area where their
only source of nutrition grew high on the trees. As these antelopes strained to reach the
leaves of these trees, their legs and necks were stretched a little bit at a time. These
characteristics were then passed on to their offspring, so that as the generations passed,
these animals changed into what we know today as giraffes.
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This mechanism is interesting, but several things we know today immediately
discount it. The genes that are passed on to offspring have nothing to do with how an
animal behaved in its own life. An antelope that strained his neck for its entire life would
still pass on the genes of a regular antelope. However, Lamarck’s failed attempt to
discover the mechanism behind evolution was a necessary step toward the modified form
of Darwin’s theory that we accept today. The stage was now set for the man who would
revolutionize biology.
Charles Darwin was bom in 1802 in Shrewsbury, England. His initial attempt at
finding his career was an enrollment in a medical school in Edinburgh. Charles turned
out to be quite squeamish, and it soon became apparent to him and his parents that he was
not cut out for a medical career. He was then transferred to Christ’s Church in
Cambridge to train for the ministry. While there, he made two important connections:
John Stevens Henslow^ and Adam Sedgwick^. Henslow was able to get Darwin an
invitation on board the HMS Beagle for an extended voyage of the southern seas. The
cmise was to take five years to complete.
The voyage of the Beagle has been widely discussed ever since Darwin’s book
The Voyage ofthe Beagle appeared in 1840. Because of this, I will only mention a few
relevant and interesting facts. The captain of the boat was a very dogmatic man. He was
very religious and an enthusiastic supporter of slavery. Darwin was also a religious man
at this time, but he rarely saw eye to eye with his captain. Interestingly, Captain Fitzroy
also published a book about the voyage that claimed he found a lot of evidence that
supported the book of Genesis. He began to blame himself for the heresy that he saw
Darwin committing with his later publications. He eventually committed suicide.
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Darwin collected vast quantities of specimens and sent them back to England
while on the voyage. He began to acquire quite a reputation among a small circle of
British scientists. It seems that one of the main reasons for Darwin’s avid collecting was
to make sure he had enough facts to support whatever conclusions he drew from the
voyage. His grandfather had written one of the first books defending evolution in 17946. Darwin was impressed by it, but also noted that unfortunately there wasn’t much
science in it, “the proportion of speculation being so large to the facts given, Darwin
obviously knew that if any scientific theory were to be accepted, it would have to be
backed up by an abundance of facts.
However, despite all of his collecting, Darwin’s discovery of the mechanism of
evolution was not due to his discovery of any new facts. He merely took the facts that
were already known and deduced from them this mechanism. The three facts that helped
to lead Darwin to his theory were facts that were already known by nearly everyone.
First off, there was the simple idea that any species of animal left unchecked would
continually increase in size until the world could no longer support it. Secondly, there
was the idea that there is variation within a species. Finally, animals do seem to pass

on

some of their own characteristics to their offspring.
This led Darwin to his conclusion. The first fact told him that not all members of
a particular species can survive. Using the second fact, he concluded that some variations
would be more beneficial to the survival of a particular animal. The animals with the
variations that help them survive will be more likely to reproduce. Therefore, their
offspring will have these survival variations, while those animals with variations that are
not conducive to survival will die out before they are able to reproduce.
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At this point in Darwin’s career(about 1844), he decided not to publish his
theory. Instead, he spent the next eight years of his life studying barnacles. Many
attempts have been made to explain why exactly he delayed the publication of one of the
most important scientific books of his century, but the answer to that question does not
concern this essay. He finally began publishing again on evolution in the mid 1850’s
when it appeared that he was about to be scooped by another scientist. He released The
Origin ofSpecies in 1859.
In an attempt to avoid causing a vicious debate, Darwin sidestepped the question
of human evolution in his book. He knew that the book would cause enough controversy
already, and he wanted to prevent a potentially catastrophic reaction. However,it is
obvious that he knew that his theory led to certain conclusions about humanity. At the
end of The Origin ofSpecies, he writes that “much light will be thrown on the origin of
man and his history.”
Despite Darwin’s attempts to sidestep the issue, nearly everyone who read the
book assumed that the theory must also concern humanity. The controversy that Darwin
8

had hoped to avoid was immediately thrust upon him. His new friend Thomas Huxley
wrote him a letter in late November of 1859. I trust you will not allow yourself to be in
any way disgusted or annoyed by the considerable abuse & misrepresentation which
unless I greatly mistake is in store for you. Depend upon it you have earned the lasting
gratitude of all thoughtful men. And as to the curs which will bark and yelp - you must
recollect that some of your friends at any rate are endowed with an amount of
combativeness which (though you have often & justly rebuked it) may stand you in good
stead — I am sharpening up my claws and beak in readiness.” Darwin was hesitant to get
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into a fight, but Huxley and others seemed to be more than willing to go into battle for his
theory.
Whereas Darwin had attempted to sidestep the issue of whether or not humanity
was included in his theory, Huxley immediately began defending that idea. At one
famous debate, one of the leading critics of Darwin’s theory, Samuel Wilberforce^
questioned Huxley as to whether he was descended from monkeys on his father’s side or
his mother’s side. According to the recount of popular lore in Rachel’s Createdfrom
Animals(Rachels, p. 48), Huxley whispered to a companion,“The Lord hath delivered
him into mine hands.” Huxley then stood up and said,“I would rather be the offspring of
two apes than to be a man afraid to face the truth.” At this point, a woman in the
audience promptly fainted. After an address by Captain Fitzroy, who raised a Bible and
claimed that it was the source of all truth, and Joseph Hooker*^, who admitted that he had
been gradually won over from his initial pessimism about Darwin’s theory, the night was
over. Nearly everyone present considered it a win for the Darwinians.
Despite the extreme controversy that Darwin’s work generated, he was able to
avoid being completely vilified by the public as some earlier scientists who went against
the church had been. His book was a great bestseller, and Huxley gave a series of sell
out lectures to the working class about Darwin’s work. In 1871, Darwin finally
confronted the humanity issue head-on with the publication of The Descent ofMan, He,
of course, concluded that man evolved in the same way as the rest of the animal
population. All of modem man’s characteristics and behaviors were merely products of
millions of years of evolution.
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Section II: Darwin’s Theory and Morality
When most people think of the phrase “survival of the fittest”, they immediately
think of Charles Darwin. However, the phrase was actually coined by Herbert Spencer".
He was an advocate of Lamarckian evolution until Darwinism swept throughout the
world. He was one of the first to attempt to apply the theory of evolution to human
morality. He recognized Darwin’s principle that more organisms are being bom than can
possibly survive. This led him to accept the conclusion that those who develop certain
characteristics will have a better ability to survive and reproduce. Spencer made his
mistake with the next step that he took.
The next premise for his argument was that evolution was a “good” thing.
Spencer had no hesitation when talking about “higher” and “lower” forms of behavior.
Whereas Darwin saw evolution as a process of random mutations, some of which give an
organism a greater chance of survival, Spencer saw evolution as a process that is moving
in a peirticular direction toward some particular end. The ultimate end that he had in
mind seems to be humanity.
Spencer’s eirguments led many to accept a laissez-faire view of life and
government. Spencer argued that evolution was a “good” process, so we should not
interfere with it. This led captains of industry like John D. Rockefeller and Andrew
Carnegie to the conclusion that the state should not interfere with big business or with
any other facet of our social existence. Interference by the state could lead to the survival
of those who are not the fittest. This could lead to characteristics being passed down that
could begin taking humanity back down the evolutionary ladder.
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The problems with this view of evolutionary ethics are abundant. First off, as has
already been said, there is no basis for moving to the premise that evolution is “good.”
Evolution is a process that most scientists today agree has occurred, but it makes no more
sense to give it this distinction than it does to refer to something like photosynthesis as a
“good” process. Furthermore, there is no basis for the conclusion that there is an ultimate
end of evolution. Darwin would never have said this, nor would he have ever even said
that humans were more highly evolved than cockroaches.
David Hume*^ provided criticism of this idea almost 100 years before Spencer
began writing. In his Treatise ofHuman Nature, he writes, “In every system of morality,
which I have hitherto met with, I have always remarked that the author proceeds for some
time in the ordinary way of reasoning, and establishes the being of a God,or makes
observations concerning human affairs; when of a sudden I am surprised to find, that
instead of the usual copulations of propositions is and is not, I meet with no proposition
that is not connected with an ought, or an ought not. In other words, Spencer moves
through a series of propositions about how the world is. He then switches terms on us,
when he says that not only is this the way we are, but this is the way we ought to be.
Hume’s idea was restated as the “naturalistic fallacy” by G. E. Moore^^ in his Principia
Ethica which was published in 1903.
At least at this point, it does not seem that Darwinism can tell us how we ought to
behave. However, it does seem possible that Darwin’s theory can give us a descriptive
account of moral behavior and how it has arisen. Can altruism, which would seem to be
an unfavorable characteristic (in the evolutionary sense), be explained by a modified
Darwinian system? Maybe a better understanding of how our moral principles have
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come to be will help us to understand how we should behave. To get to this point,
though, we must first discuss the substantial changes that have been made to Darwin’s
evolutionary theory over the past 150 years. Most importantly we must discuss the gene.

Section III: Brief History of the Gene and the Science of Genetics
Before we talk about some of the scientists who were important in the history of
the relatively young science of genetics, we must understand what this science involves.
Genetics is the branch of biology that deals with heredity, usually the mechanisms of
hereditary transmission and the variation of inherited characteristics among similar or
related organisms. Darwin, of course, believed in heredity, but he wasn’t quite sure how
to explain it. He only knew that it happened, and since it happened, characteristics useful
to survival were passed on to the next generation. The first scientist mentioned in most
histories of genetics is Gregor Mendel.
Mendel is interesting as a contrast to Darwin. Whereas Darwin was England s
“Golden Boy” of science, who had earned tremendous respect among the scientific elite
before publishing his famous theory, Mendel was an Augustinian monk who taught
science to high school students. In fact, Mendel failed several times to gain his teaching
license, partly due to low scores in biology. When Darwin’s theory was published, it
caused a worldwide controversy, and scientists rallied either to his side or to the side of
his enemies. When Mendel’s theory was published, it failed to cause a ripple. Nearly
forty years passed before the scientific community caught up to the work of Gregor
Mendel.
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Mendel was bom on July 22"^, 1822 in the village of Heizendorf, Austria, He
grew up on a farm. His family was extremely poor, but his parents stmggled to put him
through school, hoping that their son could have a better life than they had had. During
this time, the family was forced to make sacrifices. According to popular legend, young
Mendel went without half the amount of food that he normally would have eaten, so that
his parents could afford to keep him in school.
The next step in Mendel’s life was to join a monastery. He was able to continue
his education, but at a far lower cost to his family. Many biographers mention that
Mendel spent the years of 1851-1853 studying physics, chemistry, mathematics, zoology,
and biology at the University of Vienna. However,few mention the reason for this extra
studying. Mendel had taken an examination to be certified as a teacher and had failed.
The head of the monastery sent him to Vienna hoping that he could learn enough to pass
the teaching examination. He never passed it.
Mendel, like Darwin, was a lover of nature. He took long walks through the area
surrounding the monastery. He was also a believer in Lamarck’s theory of evolution. In
fact his first experiment was designed to be a proof of Lamarck’s idea that the
environment changed the way that a plant lived and the chciracteristics that the plant
would pass on to its offspring(remember the giraffes straining to reach the high leaves on
the trees). He took two plants of the same type, one a strange variety and one a typical
variety, and grew their progeny next to each other. Contrary to what he had hoped, he
found that the plants retained the essential characteristics of their parents.
In 1856 Mendel began his pea plant experimentation. His peas had two different
shapes of seeds: round and wrinkled. He determined that having round seeds was a

N
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dominant trait and having wrinkled seeds was a recessive trait. This determination was
made when three of the four different possible combinations of eggs and pollen produced
offspring with round seeds. The only time that the offspring plant had wrinkled seeds
was when both its eggs and its pollen came from plants that also had wrinkled seeds.
When the egg was from a plant with wrinkled seeds and the pollen was from a plant with
round seeds, the offspring had round seeds.
Mendel worked on his pea experiments for a period of seven years. He crossed
thousands of different plants with each other before making his final decision. Mendel
was able to derive many important traits of heredity from his seven years of
experimentation. He concluded that hereditary factors do not combine (the pea plants
■ ■ ■

that were the progeny of two different types of plants did not have half-round, halfV

wrinkled seeds), but are passed on intact. He cdso realized that different offspring of the
same parents have different traits. He published his findings in 1866, but very few read
his work.
l-'vsv. ,,

Despite all the differences between the backgrounds of Darwin and Mendel, there
were some significant similarities. Both were very committed to the research part of
science, and both were lovers of nature. Unfortunately, the two never met. Darwin never
read Mendel’s theory and was never able to judge whether or not he had discovered the
mechanism of heredity. There is an interesting historical anecdote about the subject,
though. In 1880 a scientist by the name of Wilhelm Focke wrote a book about the
hybridization of plants. He included Mendel’s findings in his book. The book interested
Darwin and he picked up a copy. Unfortunately, he skipped over the part of the book that

\
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contained Mendel’s work and missed his last chance to discover Mendel’s findings about
heredity.
Darwin was not alone in failing to hear of Mendel’s work. As was said earlier.
his experiments were almost completely unknown for nearly forty years. Interestingly,
three different scientists working independently rediscovered Mendel’s laws in the year
1900. Their names were Carl Correns, Hugo de Vries, and Erich von Tschermak. They
then verified that his results were indeed correct. The word gene was coined by Wilhelm
Johannsen to describe the units of heredity proposed by Gregor Mendel. This began the
history of modem genetics.
The work of Hermann Joseph Muller^"^ in the 1920’s was the next step toward
completing Darwin’s theory of evolution. He discovered a technique for artificially
inducing genetic mutations and studied these mutations. Before this, Mendel’s work
seemed incompatible with Darwin’s because it seemed that if Mendel was correct, then
there would be no significant change throughout the generations of offspring. An
offspring would either receive a gene from his mother or his father. It would be
impossible for the offspring to develop a trait for which neither his mother nor his father
carried a gene.
A mutation occurs during the replication of the genes, A mutation is a mistake in
the sequence of DNA nucleotides. There are three different types of mutations: point
mutations, frameshift mutations, and chromosomal aberrations. The results of these
mutations can range from small changes to significant ones that can often result in
disease or death. Once a gene is mutated that gene is passed on to subsequent
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generations. Now,everything seems to fall into place. Darwin’s theory and Mendel’s
theory fit together.
Over millions of years, organisms replicated billions of times. These replications
resulted in many mutations. Most of these mutations were harmful to the organism, and
many of the organisms which were mutated harmfully died out. However, a few of these
mutations changed the organisms in small ways that made them better able to adapt to
their surroundings. These small changes enabled them to survive better than those who
were not mutated in these ways. They then were better able to pass these changes on to
their offspring.
In 1952, Martha Chase and Alfred Hershey provided the final proof that DNA
was the molecule of heredity. We now know that humans have twenty-three different
types of chromosomes. A chromosome is a structure made up of DNA,found in the
nucleus of every cell. A gene is a length of a chromosome, which tells the cell how to
construct a protein. There are approximately thirty-thousand genes in human DNA. In
1953, Francis Crick and James Watson*^ solved the three-dimensional structure of DNA
and determined that it was a double helix.
In 1976, Richard Dawkins^^ used all of this new information about evolution and
genetics to attempt to apply the theory to morality. His book was called The Selfish
Gene^ and it was a worldwide bestseller. He had been studying the behavior of genes for
several years and was now prepared to apply this study in an attempt to explain human
ethics. The next few sections of this essay will explain a modified version of his theory
in detail and make the argument that it is a successful attempt to use evolutionary biology
to explain the origin of our morality.

r-.
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Section IV: The Selfish Gene
The first, and most important, idea that must be understood is that the
fundamental unit of evolution is not the individual creature. The fundamental unit is the
gene. The gene’s desire (an anthropomorphism not to be taken literally, genes do not
have desires in the literal sense) is to replicate itself continually. Almost all of the critics
of evolutionary ethics miss this simple point and infer that the fundamental unit is not the
gene, but the creature in which it is located.
Before moving further a brief explanation needs to be made. There is a tendency
in Dawkins to speak in anthropomorphisms in order to make his work more
understandable to those of us without much background in evolutionary biology.
However, this tendency can also cause confusion and misinterpretation. A gene does not
have any desires. Any changes that take place during the replication of a gene are not
changes that are planned by the conscious effort of the gene. Any changes are caused by
random mutation. The fact that some of these changes are more useful to the survival of
the gene is completely coincidented. In fact, the vast majority of these changes have a
negative or negligible effect on the survival of the gene.
Fortunately for us, genes have trouble surviving in the world without help, so
these genes beg2in to create vehicles for their survival and replication. These vehicles are
referred to by Dawkins in his The Selfish Gene as “survival machines, This is the term
that will be used in this essay, as well. Survival machines include £ill of the living things
that we have encountered everywhere in the world. Throughout the millennia, these
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machines have evolved in an almost infinite amount of different ways to promote the
survival of their passengers: the genes.
When we look around us, we see different survival machines everywhere we look.
Everything from a dolphin to a virus to a human has a unique ability that helps it to
survive and reproduce its genes. The survival machines that do not have many good
survival qualities die out or are forced to evolve in one way or another. One particular
survival quality that holds a lot of interest for philosophers, as well as other thinkers of all
disciplines, are the moral beliefs of the human. The argument most often presented
against the possibility of moral beliefs being a product of evolution is the argument that
altruism could not exist.
Most people who say this have misidentified the fundamental unit of evolution.
As was said above, this unit is not the survival machine (or the human), but the gene.
Altruism is defined by Webster's Dictionary as being an unselfish concern for or
dedication to the interests or welfare of others. At the level of the survival machine.
' \

altruism is, of course, quite possible. We hear stories all the time in the news of mothers
sacrificing themselves (in one way or another) for their children, or a man rushing into a
burning building to save an infant. The place where altruism is emphatically impossible
is the gene. The gene cares absolutely nothing for an)^hing except its own survival and
replication. The gene itself cannot be unselfish.

Section V: Evolutionary Stable Strategy

i
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Altruism between survival machines is easily explainable by evolutionary
biology. First, we will look at an idea called the evolutionary stable strategy or ESS.
Dawkins defines the ESS as “a strategy which, if most members of the population adopt
it, cannot be bettered by an alternative strategy.”(p*69). In other words, an ESS is a
strategy that will better enhance the chances of survival for a survival machine in a
population of other survival machines who also follow this strategy. The survival
machines can then reproduce their genes and pass these strategies on to the next
generation of survival machines.
To better understand this, I will borrow an example indirectly from Maynard
Smith via Dawkins: There is a hypothetical population of birds made up of two classes,
hawks and doves (not to be confused with the 2 real populations of birds). “Hawks
always fight as hard and as unrestrainedly as they can, retreating only when seriously
injured. Doves merely threaten in a dignified conventional way, never hurting anybody.
If a hawk fights a dove the dove quickly runs away, and so it does not get hurt. If a hawk
fights a hawk they go on until one of them is seriously injured or dead. If a dove meets a
dove nobody gets hurt; they go on posturing at each other for a long time until one of
them tires or decides not to bother anymore, and therefore backs down.(p.70) After a
lot of calculation, Dawkins is able to determine the stable ratio. The stable ratio that
emerges out of the population after evolution takes its course is 5/12 doves to 7/12
hawks.

Section VI: Altruism
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Morality in humans has developed as an evolutionary stable strategy. Our genes
have produced our moral beliefs in two basic ways.

i: Kin Selection and Genetic Determinism - Nature
The first is through giving us preconceived solutions to problems that might arise,
as well as preconceived ideas of what goals we should set for our lives. When cornered,
we will fight for our lives. We do not normally pick fights when the odds are
overwhelmingly against us. And we attempt to reproduce with a partner of the opposite
sex, so that our genes can be passed on through the generations.
Also included in these preconceived behaviors is the idea of ‘kin selection.’(E. O.
Wilson^^, p.55) Mothers love their children. Brothers and sisters (despite occasional
quarrels) care about each other. This is altruism at the level of survival machines, but it
is not altruism at the genetic level. Biology reveals to us that mothers and their offspring

!-

have approximately 50% of the same genes. The same is the case for brothers and sisters.
Identical twins have 100% of the same genes. A single mother must decide whether her

\

sacrifice of her own resources in order to rear a child will be worth it in order to preserve

\

the life of a child who contains 50% of her genes. Of course, we don’t consciously think
in these terms, but it is helpful to look at moral decisions in this light.
The mind of an elderly mother may tell her to sacrifice her life for her only son,
despite his only containing 50% of her genes. This, at first, seems to run strongly against
prior evidence. She should only care half as much for the life of her son as she cares for
her own life, since he contains only half of the genes that she has. The obvious reason for
her sacrifice is that, since she has advanced well beyond child-bearing years herself, the
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child has quite a bit more of a chance for reproducing and allowing their mutual genes to
live on.
At this point, an attempt is often made to argue against evolutionary morality
using incest as an example. It would seem that a brother would benefit the most if he
reproduced with his sister. After all, since she has many of the same genes as he, there
will be a better chance that those genes will be passed on to the next generation. Since
this is the goal of evolution and evolution has molded our societal restrictions, why is
incest considered a taboo?
Any person who makes this argument, however, is refusing to look at all of the
facts. As we already know, there are two t)q)es of genes: recessive and dominant. Since
recessive genes do not have any effect unless they occur in pairs, recessive genes for fatal
illnesses and other serious health issues can easily be passed on from one generation to
the next. Because each of these recessive genes is so rare, they usually do not present a
problem. However, if a person who has one of these genes produces a child by his or her
brother or sister, there is a 50% chance that the sibling will also have that gene, resulting
in the death or severe illness of the child. As this became more and more obvious to our
population, feelings about incest developed into what they are today.
Many theorists end the discussion here. They claim that all of our decisions are
completely pre-determined by our genes. Our brain is only useful as a tool that can be
used to put a potential decision into a particular category. The genes, through millions of
years of evolution, have provided solutions to all of the decisions that fall into each
category. For example, when a person is in a life-threatening situation, the brain reports
this. It then looks up the solution which has already been provided by the genes. The
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person must either fight the threat or run from the threat. This decision has also already
been determined. If the threat is something that can reasonably be overcome, then the
genes will tell the person to fight. Otherwise, he will be told to run.
Genetic determinism cannot explain morality. Throughout the world, there are
varying cultures with varying codes of morality. The genes of the people throughout the
world are not so different as to explain this. Morality evolves far faster than biology
alone could account for. Biological evolution takes thousands of years for even small
changes to take place, and yet the majority of this country felt that keeping other men and
women as slaves was perfectly acceptable behavior less than two-hundred years ago.
There must be some other cause of moral behavior.

ii: Reciprocal Altruism - Nurture
The second way that moral beliefs have been produced happens after birth. Our
genes in an effort to create the best possible survival machine have given us a brain that
has the ability to make almost completely free decisions (free from biological
determinism). Of course, in the back of the brain there are always the motivations to
survive and reproduce, as well as the preconceived solutions that we discussed earlier.
This brain often backfires against the genes, in ways as diverse as suicide and the use of
contraception (this is the price that the genes must pay for granting their survival
machines freedom from instinct), but for the most part, the brain has been successful in
its original purpose.
This brain latches on to useful ideas, or ideas that will help the survival machine
in its quest. The brain has been pre-programmed to look for these ideas, and therefore.
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the ideas that are most

appealing to the brain are passed down from survival machine to

survival machine. They are not passed down genetically but through societal interaction.
However, these useful ideas evolve in much the same way that our biological genes
evolve. For this reason, Dawkins refers to them as memes. These ideas also fulfill one of
Nietzsche s

two criteria forjudging interpretations of reality: “The question is to what

extent it is lifepromoting, life-preserving, species-preserving, perhaps even species
cultivating. {Beyond Good and Evil) The ability of our brains to recognize new ideas as
being useful to survival has allowed us to ‘evolve’ in a much faster way than biological
evolution. Actual biological evolution couldn’t possibly keep up with the rapid changes
that our society goes through.
So how do moral principles become known as useful principles to our brains?
Why does a man rush into a burning building to save the life of his fellow man,even
when that man is a total stranger? If one looks at this on an individual basis, it seems to
fly in the face of evolutionary morality. However, if everyone in our society evolves this
altruism, then each one of us is better off. One who violates certain moral principles of
our society is either punished or remembered, so that he will not be the end of any
altruistic acts in the future. Therefore, those who are altruistic have a better chance of
passing on their altruistic memes. We help others believing that the favor will be
returned. This is referred to as “reciprocal altruism.”
Thus, such ideas as being kind to one’s fellow man and not lying in normal
situations are passed down. Other, more complex, ideas also develop, such as punishing
those who violate these moral rules. All of these ideas help to promote the possibility of
the survival of the survival machines. Our morality now begins to emerge through the
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combination of nature (the preconceived solutions to problems) and nurture (the beliefs
that we are taught growing up that help us to survive). Those who refuse these ideas, or
those who try to promote non-life-promoting ideas fail, and their genes, as well as their
memes are not passed on.
But we cannot leave this discussion at that. Societies do not evolve as a whole;
they evolve on an individual basis. How could the first few altruists survive in a society
filled with selfishness? The most popular(and probably best available) answer to the
question is that they evolved a ‘tit-for-tat’ strategy. These early altruists would help
another member of their society. If that member did not return the favor, they would
remember this lack of altruism and refuse to grant the member any more favors. On the
contrary, if the favor is returned, then the altruist will continue doing favors for his new
friend. This could also explain why many societies, even today, feel that once someone
has violated the moral law of that society in some ways, the rest of the society is free to
violate the moral law against that person (i.e. capital punishment).
The types of behavior that are chosen as being useful to the survival of a human
are

completely dependent on the circumstances of that human’s society. Even within a

particular society, there are those whose social circumstances prevent them from picking
up on particular moral behaviors. One need look no further than serial killers and
politicians within our own society to find evidence for this. In order to show how
circumstances can have an effect on an entire society’s moral behavior, we will look at
the Ik.

VII: The Mountain People
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The Ik are a tribe of people living in the mountains in northern Uganda. For three
years from 1964 to 1967, Colin M.Tumbull^^ lived among and studied the Ik. He
published a book about his experiences called The Mountain People in 1971. At the time
of this study, the tribe had about 2,000 members. They are interesting to the study of
ethics because they have almost no system of morality, as we conmionly think of it.
Anyone attempting to provide a descriptive account of ethics must be able to deal with
the Ik tribe. We have to understand how such a group of people could have come into
existence. However, to do this, we will have to explore the details of the Ik social system
and the particular areas where morality is absent.
One of the two main aspects as discussed earlier is kin selection. Kin selection is
the driving force that makes parents sacrifice their own resources for the good of their
offspring. This driving force is far weaker in Ik society than in our society. To begin
with, the Ik only rear their children to the age of three. At the age of three, the child is
put outside and left to fend for himself or herself. In the three years that Turnbull lived
among these people, he claims that he only saw one parent feed a child over the age of
three (Turnbull, p. 114).
But even the rearing of the child up until the age of three is not something that is
done with a lot of care. Children are not seen as blessings. In fact, they are often seen as
curses. The mother carries the child around in a hide sling. Whenever she finds a place
to hunt or gather, she takes the sling off and lets the baby fall to the ground. The mother
then leaves the child alone and goes off to gather food. Once Turnbull saw a mother
come back to find her sling empty. She was delighted at the fact that her child had been
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killed. It not only meant that she no longer had to deal with the child (which was a
blessing in and of itself), but it also meant that there was a leopard nearby sleeping off the
child. The hunters of the village found the leopard and killed it. It had eaten almost the
entire child, but this hardly bothered the Ik, who cooked and ate the leopard.
Some children bom into the Ik society do not understand this lack of affection on
the part of their parents. Turnbull describes one young girl named Adupa. After she had
been put out by her parents, Adupa, like all of the younger children, tried to band together
with others her age in order to survive. The others beat her and teased her because she
was not as mthless as they were. Adupa tried to go back to her home. Her parents
repeatedly turned her away. Finally, they let her in and she ceased to cry. They sealed
her up in the gateway of the house. Adupa waited patiently for her parents to return and
bring her food. They never did. After about ten days,“Her parents took what was left of
her and threw it out, as one does the riper garbage, a good distance away. They even
pulled some stones over it to stop the vultures and hyenas from scattering bits and pieces
of their daughter in Atum’s field; that would have been offensive, for they were good
neighbors...” (Turnbull, p. 132)
Familial relationship other than that of a mother to a child fare no better. Turnbull
found an Icien man named Lomeja lying outside his hut dying. He had been shot by
cattle thieves. He asked Turnbull for some tea, so Turnbull brought him some in a bright
yellow mug. While Turnbull was busy driving off the first person who tried to take the
tea away from Lomeja, Lomeja’s sister came mnning up and grabbed the mug away from
her dying brother. She ran away laughing with pleasure. She drank the tea as she ran
away (Turnbull, p. 153). Turnbull walked away defeated, and his last look at Lomeja
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showed him Lx)meja’s son fighting to tear an ivory lip plug from his father’s lip. He was
crying. But he was only crying because others there were stronger than he and were
winning the battle for the ivory (Turnbull, p. 198).
One Ician boy named Lx)kol had an intestinal blockage. He was ten years old.
His father, Giriko, thought the disease was quite funny. He would invite others over to
look at the boy who could not eat nor drink. He would make jokes at his son’s expense.
Turnbull told Giriko that he could take Lokol to the hospital in his vehicle, but Giriko
demanded that he also be able to go with his son. When Turnbull told him that he had
other sick people to take, Giriko hid his son and told Turnbull that he was feeling much
better. When Turnbull insisted on only taking the boy, Giriko just shrugged and walked
away. For a time Lokol seemed to get better, but he never fiilly recovered from the
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disease and died just a little while later (Turnbull, p. 219).
Throughout his three years living with the Dc, Turnbull only witnessed one
marriage. It was a dying institution. He could talk to the older people about their
marriages, but the younger ones were uninterested in the event. The one marriage that
Turnbull did witness had ended within

span of a week. The relationship seemed

pointless. Why waste one’s own resources on someone else? Food was scarce, and it
would be foolish to share.
Even sex was uninteresting to most of the Ik tribe. It was looked at as a waste of
energy as well as resources. The women of the Dc tribe demanded payment, if they were
to give in to sexual advances. For the women, this was one of their major assets, and it
would be crazy to give it away for free. The energy that would be spent by the males
could be spent hunting. It could not be wasted on such a frivolous activity. “Acute

\
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hunger and the physical hardship of the food quest obviously weakened the sexual
appetite of the Ik, and in so doing, it deprived them of a major drive toward sociality and
confirmed them in their solitariness,”(Turnbull, p. 255)
The lack of feelings of kin selection is obvious. But what about the other major
component of morality? What about reciprocal altruism? Was it also missing from Ik
society? The simple answer is ‘yes.’ The Ik did not understand anything more than the
most obvious reciprocal activities. They all laughed at Turnbull on the many occasions
when he tried to help one of the Ik with no reward for himself. They would get angry at
him for giving water to a dying man. They could not understand why he was wasting his
resources in such a way.
To say that the Ik do not understand reciprocity at all would be to lie. There are
several instances described where the Ik would make immediate trades or help one
another to complete tasks that would be impossible alone.

But even in these immediate

trades or cooperative efforts, the Ik are always looking for ways to scheme and get the
better of their partner. They will not enter into these agreements unless they see the
results of their efforts immediately. They do not enter into long term agreements or
friendships in which the results are not obviously or necessarily beneficial.
The act of banding together among the youth was mentioned earlier. On the
surface, this seems to be an act of something resembling friendship. However,even the
most cursory look at the details of this system reveals the opposite to be true. A child is
usually in one of these bands from the age of 3 until the age of 13. They are divided into
junior and senior level bands. The junior level is for those ages 3 to 7. The senior band
is for those ages 8 to 13. There are a series of rites of passage that must be passed
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through in order to fully move into each band. Each child initially seeks out another
child close to his age to band together with and protect one another during times of
trouble. One of the rites of passage involves betraying this “friend,” so that the initiate
learns that friendships are a joke. After three or four of these betrayals, the lesson is
usually learned (Turnbull, p. 137).
If a child survives, he slowly climbs up the ranks of the band, becoming stronger
all the way. He may even become the leader, but the leaders rarely hold that office for
long. They are betrayed by the other members of their group who fear the power that the
leader holds. The bands do often fight against other bands over food and territory, but
fights within the band are almost just as vicious. Another member of the band, even
one’s closest “friend” cannot be trusted. The final rite of passage involves a senior
member of one of the bands leaving the band and moving into adulthood. This Ician has
learned a most valuable lesson: one should only act for one’s own good; temporary
associations can be good on certain occasions, but one must always be ready to throw
these relationships aside.
As adults, associations also occur. These are usually in the form of hunting or
gathering parties. Again, these appear to be cooperative on the surface, but beneath this
surface level are motivations of greed, envy, and suspicion. The members of the hunting
party are constantly worried about the other members. They are constantly looking for
food that others have not yet spotted. If they see the food that is obtainable and can get
away from the other members of the group, they will go to it by themselves. There is
also a suspicion that in being allowed to help on these hunts, some of the other members
would think that they now owed a debt, which could be collected at a later date. All of
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the associations among the Ik are filled with these kinds of worries. Trust, as we think of
it, does not exist in the Ician society.
As was hinted at earlier, almost all of the Ik think that the troubles of others are
incredibly funny. Apparently, they see the injuries and deaths of others as making the
scant resources more available. After all, a death or serious injury creates one less
competitor for food. Why not be happy about these occurrences? Turnbull describes
several of these instances.
He describes how men would sit around the campfire, while a curious child
crawled closer and closer to the flames. The Ik would get excited as the child got closer
and closer to the fire. When the child finally stuck his hand into the fire and let out a cry,
the men would all burst into laughter. If the mother of the child were around, she would
smile because of all of the joy that her child had brought to the group (Turnbull, p. 112).
Turnbull describes how a man named Nawedo, who had been speared, came to
him for help. He had crawled all the way to the entrance of Turnbull’s hut. A small
group of people gathered around when Turnbull knelt down to help him. When he
removed the clothing that Nawedo had wrapped around the wound, a chunk of flesh came
with it. Turnbull panicked, and the small group of people who had gathered laughed both
at the injury and Turnbull’s panic. It probably seemed confusing to them that someone
would be woiTied about someone else’s injury.
If someone were going to go do a particularly difficult activity, a small group
would follow him or her. Their hope was that the individual would mess up the activity,
and they could all laugh at his or her troubles. Turnbull describes the making of a
wooden chair and neck rest. It was a particulaily difficult job, so it was often of interest
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to those looking for a good laugh. There was only one person who no one liked to watch.
His name was Loron, and he was too good at it. The Ik knew that there would be no
mistake, so they didn’t bother to follow him (Turnbull, p. 241).
The elderly were a good group at which to laugh. They would have many
problems caused by their weak physical attributes. Most of the elderly would crawl
wherever they went because of a lack of energy. Turnbull describes many instances of
the younger members of the community torturing the elderly. The youth would block
their paths or kick them over and watch them squirm. All the time, they would laugh
uproariously at the weakness of their prey. He describes one old blind woman named
Lo’ono who had come to the village looking for her son. On the way into the village, she
had fallen down a hill and lay on her back thrashing her arms and legs into the air. A
small crowd had gathered around her in order to laugh at her.
The elderly were treated more harshly than any other group. There was no point
in being nice to them. They were too old to do any work in order to repay a favor. They
were useless. Starvation was confined almost exclusively to the elderly. They had
trouble gathering food, and no one was stupid enough to share some of his own food with
someone who could do nothing to help him.
Even if the elderly did somehow obtain some food, they would rarely be able to
oat it. There was always someone stronger around who could take the food away and
give the elderly person a beating to go with this indignity. Turnbull even describes the
younger members of the community opening the mouths of the elderly and pulling out
food that the elderly person had been chewing and had not yet swallowed. At a certain
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age, these elderly Icians would recognize that their lives were over. They would go and
lay out on a rock and await their death.
Now,it is time to attempt to explain this behavior in terms of the theory put
forward by this essay. If kin selection occurs on the biological level, then there is no
conceivable way that a society could fail to have this behavior. The lack of this behavior
could only occur on the individual level and could only be caused by genetic mutations.
Despite the early release of the child and the lack of care that the Ician gives to her child.
it does still seem that the mother has some sort of a desire to take care of the child.
Rather, it seems that the lack of a social system of morality, the lack of a complicated
system of reciprocal altruism, has overridden this kin selection. For reciprocal altruism
to be missing from a social system would mean that the circumstances that that society is
currently in have created a situation where reciprocal altmism is no longer a beneficial
type of behavior. The situation that the Ician people were in at the time of Turnbull’s
writing was exactly such a situation.
The circumstances that the Ik lived in were extreme. Their crops never grew too
well, but one out of every four years, they had to expect a complete drought. For two
years in a row while Turnbull was there, droughts occurred. Food was scarce, and the
population was thinned out considerably. The fight for the few resources that remained
became even more extreme. Those who refused to fight or who did not fight hard enough
were annihilated. They were beaten, and their food was taken. Any Ician youth could
see that those who fought the hardest were those who would succeed. This is the type of
behavior that they learned from observing their society.
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When the old blind woman,Lo’ono, went tumbling down the hill, and all of the
others gathered to laugh at her, Turnbull brought her some food and water and helped her
to her feet. The old woman began to cry and said that he had reminded her of the way
things once were. The circumstances had not always been so extreme, and there had
once been a time when the Ik could work together and share their resources. She cried
because such a way of life was no longer possible (Turnbull, p. 227).
One of the most moving passages in Tumbull’s book is his account of a
conversation with a young Ician man named Lomongin. They were talking about what
was left of the Ician religion and began to talk about a holy place, Lomongin said, ‘If
Atum and I were there, we would not argue. It is a good place.* By ‘good’ place, he
meant that the place was full of food. He recognized that a moral way of life would be
better, but also realized that trying to live that way in the circumstances in which they
were was foolish.
The lack of food was the real problem. There are several passages in Turnbull s
book which reveal exactly how extreme the situation was. When discussing the bands of
children, he writes that, “The food most sought after was the fig, but the juniors
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mostly too small to climb the large trees and had to content themselves with scavenging
what lay on the ground. For the most part they ate figs that had been partially eaten by
baboons; there were a few berries, certain bark was edible but sometimes made them feel
sick, and when really hungry they swallowed some earth or even pebbles. (Turnbull, p.
138) It is hard to imagine ourselves in such a situation, but it seems quite probable that
our relatively strong sense of morality would also lose some of its control over our
behavior.
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Another way of examining just how extreme this situation was is by looking
closely at the Ician vocabulary. According to Turnbull, the word ‘good’ is defined in
terms of food. ‘Goodness’ is defined as the possession of food or the individual
possession of food. A ‘good’ person is merely a person who has a full stomach
(Turnbull, p. 135). Goodness in the sense that we think of it is no longer a concept that is
useful to the Dc.
Another definition that reveals a lot about Ician society is the definition of the
word ‘want.’ The word ‘want’ is synonymous with the word ‘need.’ Therefore, if an
Ician man says to his friend,“I want to go with you on your hunt,” he is simply saying, “I
need to go with you on your hunt.” The lack of food and resources has made it
impossible for the Ik to think of doing anything that they do not need to do in order to
promote inunediate survival. Any other actions would be nothing more than a waste of
energy.
Morality has been lost to the Ik because reciprocal altruism has been lost. As was
said earlier, reciprocal altruism cannot exist in a society without long term planning. A
man will not dive into a river to save another life unless he thinks that one day someone
may return the favor. In the Ician society, starvation makes planning for the future an
impossibility.
The Ician inability to plan for the future can be illustrated by the way that they
behave when they obtain food. “Most Ik, when paid, consume their wealth immediately.
This is both a trait natural to hunters, who live from day to day and to whom possessions
are a burden, and a necessity in their present condition. A meal in the mouth is worth two
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in the granary would be an Ik adaptation of our proverb, or, in this case, a cow in the
stomach is worth ten in the boma [a cattle compound].”(Turnbull, p. 159)
When Turnbull returned after a year’s absence, he returned to a year of a good
harvest. There was plenty of food for everyone. Yet the behavior that had been learned
from the past years prevented them from planning for the future. They ate as much of
their food as they possibly could. They still stole from one another’s fields. None of
them considered putting away any of the food in case the next year’s harvest was not as
good.
It would probably take several years of good harvests before the Ik would be able
to unlearn all of the behaviors that the past years had taught them. Their previous
behaviors had been learned in a situation in which learning those behaviors was the only
way to survive. If a young Ician boy did not quickly pick up on how ruthless he had to
be, he would not last long. Relearning morality, however, is not such a life and death
situation. If everyone in the society continues stealing, despite relative prosperity, the
consequences are not nearly so dire.
This brings us to the next lesson that we can learn from the Ik. Most of us like to
think of morality and religion as integral parts of our society. What we learn from the Ik
is that this is not really the case. First we will deal with religion. The Ik once had their
religion and rituals. They believed that a sky god named Didigwari had lowered the first
Ik to the ground on a long vine. After he had lowered other Ik, he was angered by their
behavior. He cut the vine, so that the Ik could not return. He had also cursed the Ik with
hunger. But all of this slowly started to fade out of Ik society. If the beliefs themselves
did not fade, then certainly all practical application of the beliefs faded.
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The Ik began to refine their beliefs. They had been abandoned by their god. He
had not only cut the vine but he had cut all communication and gifts. Their
circumstances made their religion seem foolish and unnecessary. How can one believe in
a god who cares about his people, when those very people are starving to death every
day? Survival was the only important thing now. Why waste time on a god who refuses
to spend any time helping you? “For all around were others who also were cold and
hungry, but who had lost all trust in the world, lost all love and all hope, who merely
accepted life’s brutality and cruelty because it was empty of all else. They had no love
left that could be tortured and compelled to express itself as grief, and no God to sing to,
for they were Ik.” (Turnbull, p. 264)
Morality was also thought of as a useless appendage of Ician society. It was only
a burden to survival, and everything that was a burden to survival had to be abandoned.
Those who tried to hang on to any of these burdens would lose the fight. “The quest for
morality seemed increasingly pointless. It was yet another luxury that we find convenient
and agreeable and that has become conventional when we can afford it, but which, in
times of stress, can and should be shucked off, like religion and belief and law and
family...” (Turnbull, p. 230)
Morality is not a necessary part of any society. Most societies have not seen
circumstances so extreme that morality must be cast aside, but those circumstances are
certainly possible. A highly moral people can have their morals stripped away by
circumstances. One needs to look no further than the concentration camps during World
War II. In many cases, Jewish prisoners, who had lived very moral lives prior to their
internment at the camps, cast aside their mor2ds in order to survive. Theft was common
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among prisoners. Stealing from one another became an accepted part of life to these
prisoners, and their behavior evolved to accommodate it. Sometimes we forget because
Ician society is so far removed from our own that we are almost exactly the same
biologically. The only things that separate us are our circumstances. Our circumstances
allow us to retain reciprocal altmism, and with it morality, theirs do not.
There were those who tried to behave morally in the Ik society, but they were
never successful. There was the young girl named Adupa, whom we discussed earlier.
She tried to have a normal relationship with her parents after her third year, and for her
troubles, she lost her life. There was no room for morality, nor for those who tried to
behave morally.
Turnbull provides another example of a group of Ik who tried to rebel against the
normal way of life. Nangoli and her family left the other Ik behind and went to live off in
the wilderness by themselves. Turnbull visited their encampment, and it was like no
other Ician camp. They were not there when Turnbull arrived, and all of their
possessions were lying inside their huts waiting to be stolen. Meat was drying on racks.
Somehow this small group of Ik had developed tmst out of their world of chaos.
Turnbull provides no real attempt at explaining this. However, since the group was a
family, it is possible that their feelings of kin selection, for a time, overrode their lack of
reciprocal altruism. Unfortunately, this rebellious group did not last long alone. They
slowly came wandering back. Perhaps their familial tmst disappeared. Or perhaps their
social training simply would not allow them to live their lives in this way.
Colin M. Turnbull’s voice is very obvious in The Mountain People. Many
anthropologists have had a problem with this facet of the book, but it is quite useful to
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those of us thinking about the moral implications of such a society. If the behavior of the
Ician society was created by the society itself, then we should see a change coming over
this author who has lived among them for so long. Of course, he had enough food to
survive, the lack of which was one of the major causes of the behavior of the Ician
people. However,living among a group of people who refuse to return acts of altruism
should most certainly have an effect on someone trying to retain their normal moral
behaviors.
There are several examples of Turnbull losing his morality during his stay with
the Ik. After a long walk: “On arrival at my own compound I weakened and went right
in, heated some water that might have saved someone’s life, and stuck my feet in it.”
(Turnbull, p. 216) Later during the drought: “I became rather bored with sickness and
death. At first I was angry and upset, but then, like the Ik, I found I had to conserve
energy.” (Turnbull, p. 220) After dealing with Lo’ono, the old, blind woman who fell
down the hill: “While I still fought hard to retain some of my old values and principles,
others were simply washed away with Lo’ono’s tears.”(Turnbull, p. 228) There should
be no more lingering belief that there is some unique biological feature that separates

us

from the Ik. Our own morality is just as vulnerable to extreme circumstances as the
former morality of the Ik.
So what will become of the Ik? Turnbull prophesized that they would die out. It
seems probable that the last two Ik would still be fighting over a fig. A society without
some sense of reciprocal altruism could not survive. Turnbull pointed out that their
population had fallen quite a bit since he began studying them. Yet, the Ik are surviving.
In fact, their numbers have grown. Perhaps their circumstances have gotten better, and
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they have begun to releam reciprocal altruism. Surely, they could not continue to survive
as they lived when Turnbull studied them.
What do we learn from the Ik? We learn that feelings of kin selection, while
almost always existent in human parents, can be drastically reduced in intensity by
extreme circumstances. We learn that reciprocal altruism cannot exist in a society in
which planning for the future is not possible. We learn that morality, as a whole (kin
selection combined with reciprocal altruism), is not an essential part of human society.
We can think about whether or not our own moral feelings would still exist if we lived in
the world of the Ik.

VIII: Animal Altruism

The most important point that must be proven before claiming that moral beliefs
are merely products of evolution is that animals also have morals. If humans are the
product of the same evolution as the rest of the animal kingdom and morals are such
wonderful survival tools, then surely some other animals will have evolved them.
Fortunately for our position, there are plenty of examples of moral behavior in animal. In
order to go along with the argument already presented, we will divide these behaviors
into two categories: those caused by reciprocal altruism and those caused by kin
selection.

i. Vampire Bats
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Reciprocal altruism involves doing something that is detrimental to oneself but
helpful to another with the hope that the favor will be returned in the future. One of the
most interesting cases of this type of behavior is the case of the vampire bat. Vampire
bats are found in Central and South America and have a body about the size of an adult
human thumb with a wingspan of close to eight inches. They feed off the blood of
sleeping animsils, usually horses, cows, pigs, or large birds. A vampire bat will not live
longer than 72 hours (usually not longer than 48) without this necessary source of
sustenance.
The vampire bats go out at night to search for victims. They do not land directly
on the animal. They land nearby and hop slowly over to the animal to make sure that it is
asleep. They then climb up onto the animal to find a spot suitable for feeding. Once the
perfect spot has been discovered, the bat bites into its prey and laps up as much blood as
it can hold. The saliva of these bats contains several chemicals. Three of the chemicals
work together to keep the blood flowing. These chemicals prevent the blood from
clotting. Another chemical keeps the skin of the animal numb,so that it will not wake up
and discover the intruder. When finished, the bats return to their colonies, where they
live with many other vampire bats, usually between 20 and 100.
Here is where the problem arises for these strange creatures. Almost ten percent
of the bats will return to the colony every night with nothing to show for their troubles.
Ten percent of the bats failed in their quest for food. If nothing were done about this,
vampire bats would die off relatively quickly. Gerald Wilkinson^®, a Maryland zoologist,
has studied how these bats manage to survive. If a bat nears the point of starvation, other
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bats, which have had better luck, will oftentimes help him out. They will regurgitate
blood from their own mouths into the mouths of their starving companions.
However,the bats are not willing to share their blood with just anyone. They
seem to keep track of which bats are greedy and which bats are willing to share
themselves. Let’s say there are two bats: Ebenezer and Tiny Tim. Ebenezer is one of the
best hunters in the colony. He nearly always returns successfully from his hunts. Tiny
Tim is not quite as good but is still usually successful. The main quality that separates
the two is their respective willingness to share their blood. Ebenezer never shares. He
passes right by the starving bats with a stomach so fiill that he has trouble staying in the
air. Tiny Tim never passes up an opportunity to share. The members of the colony
remember this. For two nights in a row, both Tiny Tim and Ebenezer return without
having found a sleeping animal on which to feed. They are both nearing the point of
starvation. Tiny Tim will, more than likely, get a meal. Ebenezer will starve. It is easy
to see how altruistic behavior catches on in a species with a good memory. If a bat thinks
he will need help in the future, he must remember to help his companions in the present.
Those who don’t will not survive.
It is easy enough to make the connection from the behavior of these vampire bats
to the behavior of humans. Of course, our source of nutrition is not blood, but other than
that the cases can be quite similar. We are no longer primarily hunters in the genuine
sense. We do not have to kill our meals, or else starve to death; so we rarely have the
opportunity to share our prey with unsuccessful hunters. However, if one looks at a
regular profession in today’s world as being analogous to ‘hunting’ in some sense, then
the connection falls into place.
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Of those of us who go out into the business world everyday and ‘hunt’ for a job,
there are those who succeed and those who fail to succeed in finding work. Those who
succeed pay money through taxes to support those who failed to succeed. Those who
failed are given food stamps or some sort of welfare to help them get by until a job can be
found. The successful ‘hunters’ are not directly regurgitating their excess food into the
mouths of the jobless, but there is still a transfer of resources to prevent starvation. The
situations are very similar and make it easy to speculate that the behaviors in both species
evolved in similar ways.

a. Monkeys and Chimps
Perhaps, it will make the connection between animal moral behavior and human
moral behavior even more obvious if we look at a case in which the circumstances are not
quite as dire. In doing this, we will also look at a case that involves some of our closer
relatives. Frans de Waal^\ in his thoughtful book Good Matured: The Origins ofRight
and Wrong in Humans and Other Animals, describes an experiment conducted by him
and his research partners. The experiment involved capuchin monkeys and was
conducted in order to test their sharing capabilities.
Capuchin monkeys are long-tailed monkeys, native to Central and South America
and often having a hoodlike tuft of hair on the head. Capuchin monkeys are very
intelligent. Because of this, they have become the most numerous monkeys kept in
captivity in both the United States and Europe. They are also the monkeys most often
used by organ grinders. Capuchin monkeys definitely seem to have a sense of altruism.
In another example in de Waal’s book (de Waal, p. 81-2), he describes how a colony of
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these monkeys took care of one of their own who was bom with paralyzed legs.
Members of the group (this was not confined to relatives) would carry the monkey from
tree to tree. Unfortunately, the young monkey grew fat from eating without any exercise.
The group continued to carry it until it was seventeen months old, when it disappeared.
The experiment that de Waal(de Waal, p. 148-150) and his research partners
conducted involved putting the monkeys into an artificial environment. They put
together a small enclosure with two separate compartments separated by a mesh partition.
They then put two monkeys inside, one into each compartment. Rather than starve the
monkeys to see if they would help each other in desperate circumstances, these
experimenters gave the monkeys plenty of food. They would give one monkey a bowl of
apple pieces for about twenty minutes. Then they would give the other monkey a bowl of
cucumber pieces for a similar length of time. The idea was to see if monkeys would be
willing to share even when such behavior was hardly necessary in order to promote the
survival of the group.
Many of the monkeys would throw or hand their food across the partition to their
companion. However, the majority of the transfers were not quite as active. Usually, the
monkey who had the food would take the food over near the partition and lay it down on
the ground within reach of the other monkey. He would then start eating, and the other
monkey could reach through the partition and eat the food as well. The monkeys
obviously had the option of sitting in the comer of their compartment and eating all of the
food given to them, but only relatively few of the monkeys involved in this experiment
chose to do this.
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The monkeys discovered what many humans discover at a young age: we can
often get better things if we are willing to share. It seems probable that sharing is one of
the higher principles of social evolution. According to de Waal,the sort of exchange that
took place in his experiment would be unheard of in most species of primates. As tough
as it is to survive for most animals, it would seem absurd to give up food once it is within
one’s grasp, even if there is a possibility that there will be an even greater payback at a
later date.
One more example should help to complete the proof that reciprocal altruism
similar to that in human societies, most definitely exists in many animal groups. This
example is also taken from de Waal’s book(de Waal, p. 151-154). The subjects this time
are chimpanzees in an environment more similar to their natural environment, albeit still
enclosed. De Waal debated over what type of food to use. He feared that using foods
that were too rare could cause fights to break out, so he decided to give the colony large
bundles of branches tied together with honeysuckle vine. According to de Waal,
whenever the chimps at this colony saw a caretaker approaching with bundles of
branches, they would begin hooting, embracing, and kissing. So it is obvious that the
branches are something that the chimps would like to have.
Walnut, who was huge and muscular and dominated juveniles and females, was
the most generous sharer in the group. He would have had no problem beating off many
of the chimps who requested branches, but he was more than willing to share. He
certainly wasn’t afraid of the females who approached him. He was not sharing because
he felt pressured or was worried about aggression. Many of the chimps were perfectly
willing to share when all risk of attack had been completely eliminated.
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De Waal claims that of the nearly five thousand interactions in which a chimp
tried to get a branch from the possessor, nearly half were successful. If a chimp did not
want to share, he would rarely turn to violence, he would merely demonstrate this desire
not to share by turning away or pulling the branches back from the beggar. Rank had
nothing to do with the ability of the chimps to reject beggars. Low-ranking possessors
often rejected their superiors.
As should be expected, the results tied perfectly into the reciprocal altruism
theory. The monkeys that were willing to share the most were also the monkeys who had
the least struggle getting the other monkeys to share with them. The monkeys would
remember how generous a particular monkey had been to them in the past when that
monkey stood in front of them begging. The monkeys could also help their chances of
getting food by grooming the other monkeys. If the monkey with the branches had been
groomed by the monkey that was now begging, he would be more prone to hand over a
branch.
Again, it is easy to make comparisons to human society. We need only look at
modem daycares for an example. Some children in daycares horde their toys. Some
children in daycares are more than willing to share their toys. The children that share
usually have an easier time getting others to share with them. The greedy children often
pick up on this and modify their own behavior in order to gain the ability to have others
share their toys with them. Sharing usually becomes part of a human’s behavior at a very
early age.
Both animals and humans, once they have initially discovered sharing, are able to
develop more complex types of sharing. Female chimpanzees will take care of each
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other’s children. Adult humans will carpool to work. As de Waal puts it(de Waal, p.
154),“Once a quid pro quo mindset has taken hold, the ‘currency’ of exchange becomes
secondary. Reciprocity begins to permeate all aspects of social life.” Reciprocal altruism
vastly changes the makeup of any society, and it can obviously be a very useful survival
tool in times of trouble.

a. Kin Selection
The other aspect that makes up human morality is kin selection. This is the builtin mechanism that makes humans care for their relatives because those relatives often
share many of the same genes. Just to review quickly: a parent shares approximately
50% of their genes with a child; siblings also share approximately 50% of the same
genes. So this behavior is altruistic at the level of the human or survival machine, but it
is selfish at the level of the gene. There are few who would argue against the existence of
kin selection in animals, but this essay will look at some of the more interesting examples
of kin selection so as to make the connection between this behavior in humans and
animals more obvious.
First, we will look at another example provided by de Waal(de Waal, p. 49-50).
Rhesus monkeys are found throughout Asia and are thought to be sacred by Hindus.
They have long tails, yellowish brown hair, and bright red faces. Because they are
anatomically similar to humans, they have been used for research purposes for many
years. India has now prohibited their exportation. Rhesus monkeys are loud and very
active. They usually live in colonies of about 100 individuals. They can occasionally be
found living among human populations.
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In 1988, a unique rhesus monkey was bom at the Wisconsin Primate Center.
Azalea had a strange, somewhat vacuous facial expression and was clearly deficient in
motor abilities.” (de Waal, p. 49) She had a condition similar to Down syndrome.
Instead of possessing only pairs of chromosomes,she had three of one chromosome. Her
mother was more than twenty years old (almost past reproductive age) and had
previously had eleven offspring without any abnormalities.
Azalea’s motor skills were deficient. She had difficulty mnning,jumping, and
climbing. “She was the only monkey who never learned to walk through the spinning
wheel by stepping into it at one point and exiting at another point as she took changes in
speed and position into account.” Her mind just couldn’t handle this sort of calculation.
She also had problems feeding herself. She could not hold her food and eat it at the same
time. She would lick the cmmbs off the floor rather than holding and biting the food.
When her mother would get into a fight. Azalea could not understand when to fight and
when to run away. Every time there was a confrontation. Azalea would jump right into
the middle of it, prepared to defend her mother against even the strongest monkeys. She
was often hurt badly for her efforts. After one particularly violent conflict in which her
head was smashed against concrete, she had a seizure and lost complete control over one
side of her body.
A genetic mutation had caused Azalea to be bora without necessary survival
skills, but she was able to survive nonetheless. She was able to survive because of a
close relative; her sister. Azalea’s elder sister took care of her. She would carry her
eiround, even though Azalea was far older than the normal age for being carried. She
would take care of Azalea when she was being bullied. Sometimes the other monkeys
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would pull out Azalea’s hairs during grooming. Her sister would always come running.
even if Azalea didn’t make the slightest sound. Azalea’s sister went out of her way to
protect her inadequately developed sister.
The case of Azalea is very interesting. Azalea’s mother did not show much more
attention to Azalea than she showed to her other 11 children. This could have been
because she was old, but it also could have been because she had 11 other children. After
all, she had definitely done her part to pass on her genes,even if one of her children
failed to survive. However, Azalea’s sister also had 10 other siblings, but still she went
out of her way to protect Azalea. She gave up her resources, whether they be time or
energy, in order to take care of someone who only shared 50% of her genes, when she
also had 10 other brothers and sisters who shared the same amount of genes. However,
this is not evidence against the kin selection theory. Azalea’s sister was young, and she
was not risking her life in helping Azalea. Also, her other brothers and sisters could get
along fine without her help. Azalea could not.
This case is eilso interesting because of how similar it seems to human behavior.
Parents and siblings are almost always more sympathetic to children bom with mental or
physical handicaps. Our instincts tell us that because this child was bom without all of
the necessary survival tools, we must step up our own care. We must provide for the
child in the areas in which he or she is deficient. We stick up for the child more than we
normally would. The parallels between human society and rhesus monkey society in this
area are striking. It would be difficult to argue that the respective behaviors of Azalea’s
sister and the sister of someone with Down syndrome, while remarkably similar, had
different causal sources.
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The final example for this section of the essay comes from Jane Goodall’s

The

Chimpanzees ofGombe. Madam Bee was an old female chimpanzee. She had had four
children, but only two still survived: Honey Bee and Little Bee. She had lost the use of
one of her arms during an outbreak of polio. Because of this, she could not provide
adequate support for her children. It is possible that this was part of the reason why two
of her children were not able to survive.
"July 1974 Observer Eslom Mpongo followed Madam Bee as she headed slowly
for Kahama Stream. Her two daughters, young adult Little Bee and adolescent Honey
Bee, were far ahead along the trail that led to a stand of Sabaflorida vines with their
large, lemonlike fruits. Madam Bee looked old and sick. Her arm, paralyzed by polio,
dragged and several half-healed wounds were visible on her back, head, and one leg. It
was very hot that summer, and food was relatively scarce so that the chimpanzees
sometimes had to travel considerable distances from one feeding place to the next. Again
and again Madam Bee stopped to rest. When soft food calls indicated that the two
younger females had arrived at the food site. Madam Bee moved a little faster; but when
she got there, it seemed that she was too tired or weak to climb. She looked up at her
daughters, then lay on the ground and watched as they moved about, searching for ripe
fruits. After about ten minutes Little Bee climbed down. She cairied one of the fruits by
its stem in her mouth and had a second in one hand. As she reached the ground. Madam
Bee gave a few soft grunts. Little Bee approached, also gmnting, and placed the fruit
from her hand on the ground beside her mother. She then sat nearby and the two females
ate together.”(Goodall, p.357).
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Because of a community split. Madam Bee and her daughters were subjected to
repeated attacks by a group of male chimpanzees. The fourth recorded attack wounded
Madam Bee fatally. “Madam Bee tried to stand; she was shivering all over. At once
Satan displayed up, threw her to the ground, stamped on her, and dragged her a few
meters. Figan then attacked her with ferocity, hitting and stamping on her again and
again. She was too much hurt(perhaps winded)to scream.” The attack continued even
more brutally until Madam Bee was finally able to crawl away into the dense
undergrowth. The observers lost track of Madam Bee for a few days, but finally found
her thanks to her daughter Honey Bee. Honey Bee remained with her mother for the final
days of her life. She groomed her and kept the flies off of her. Madam Bee died five
days after the attack.
These examples are interesting because it is so easy to see the parallels with
human moral behavior. We can easily substitute in humans and change the situation only
slightly to come up with a perfectly believable and practically identical situation in the
human community. An elderly mother is often helped to obtain food and shelter by her
offspring. And it is certainly not hard to imagine a daughter nursing her mother in her
dying days after an attack by a group of thugs.
Because the moral behaviors of some animals and humans are so similar, there
seems to be no basis for insisting that the morality of one group has a different source
than the morality of another group. How can we argue that the instinct that tells a child
to take care of her aging mother has a different source when it produces such similar
results? Therefore, if we argue that the morality of animals is merely a product of
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evolution, then it seems that we must also insist that the morality of humans is merely a
product of evolution.
Some would say that the morality of humans is more complex or more
widespread throughout the species. If this is proven to be the case, then the logical
answer is that the difference (like most differences between human and animal behavior)
is the result of our having a complex and written language. A child is not only presented
with the views of his or her mother and father and his or her local community. The child
can merely open up a book and read of the opinions on morality from nearly any country
and nearly any era. Even more important, a child does not have to have a personal
experience with moral violations. A mother need only read the story of Pinnocchio to her
child to show him what happens to little wooden boys who lie. Despite any difference in
complexity, however, there is no doubt that the morality of humans and the morality of
animals evolved in the same way.

Section IX: Belief in Objective Morality

To prevent the human survival machine from questioning these survival ideas, it
seems that the genes have somehow created in our brains the idea that these moral
principles are objective in one sense or another (usually involving a religion). Whether
this is a direct consequence of the genes’ creation of the brain, or an indirect consequence
of the brain latching on to a ‘useful idea’ it is difficult to say. Both explanations seem
equally probable, since belief in objective moral principles is an idea that is useful to the
genes themselves as well as their survival machines.
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Michael Ruse^,in his insightful essay “Evolution and Ethics: The
Sociobiological Approach,” gives us good reasons why this idea is useful to us. He first
lays out the idea that our physical senses do not, for the most part, seem to deceive us.
Our senses do not purposefully tell us that there is a train coming when there is not. Nor
do they tell us the opposite. So why do our brains tell us that there is moral objectivity if
it does not exist? Our physical senses do not deceive us because if they did tell us that no
tr2Lin was coming as we walked along the tracks, we could be horribly mangled or killed,
thus preventing our genes from continuing their existence. There is no survival
advantage to deception by the physical senses. Such deception could only lead to bad
consequences.
However, it makes sense for our brains to tell us that there are objective moral
principles even if they don’t truly exist. If we believed that all moral decisions are
merely personal, it would seem to lend less weight to them. If this happened, we might
be tempted to not listen to our moral conscience. Then, if all of us stopped listening to
our moral consciences, moral principles would fall away, and we would have no reason
to respect one another. This would, of course, lead to mass chaos, and the genes would
have far more difficulty succeeding in their original task. Thus, the deception of our
brains makes perfect sense in the evolutionary respect.
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Section X: Moral Behaviors and Explanations

i: Marriage
For many people, marriage is the bedrock of morality. Through marriage, all of
the great moral principles arise: love, trust, unselfishness, etc. Humans are among the
very few animals that are monogamous,and ethicists and theists throughout history have
attempted to use this as proof that we are in many ways higher, or more important, than
the animals. Many people even use marriage as counter-evidence against evolutionary
ethics.
At first, marriage appesirs disadvemtageous to the male. After all, the time that he
spends staying with his wife and helping to raise the children could be spent fathering
more children by different wives and spreading his genes into a broader sub-section of
the population. If he takes the latter strategy, he will surely be able to have more children
and pass his genes on more effectively. We will refer to these two strategies as Strategy
M (for marriage) and Strategy L (for leave). We will simplify things slightly and assume
that the male must choose between the two strategies.
If he chooses Strategy L, he will be able to father more children and will not have
to devote as much time or resources to raising the children, but he will not be around to
make sure those children are raised well. If he chooses Strategy M,he will not be able to
have children by many different mates. He will be limited in the number of children that
he can have by his wife. He will, however, be able to help make sure that the children are
raised well and are better able to pass their(and his) genes on to the next generation of
children. Both strategies have their pros and cons, but it seems, on the surface at least.
that Strategy L will be the most beneficial.
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Now,let us look at things from the female perspective. She has two strategies as
well: Strategy M (for marriage, again) and Strategy R (raising the child alone). For the
female, the latter option holds few advantages. She will have to expend more resources
to raise the child by herself. She will not be able to raise as many children because of the
immense responsibility that will be placed on her. All of the advantages seem to lie with
the first option.
So now we will simulate a hypothetical society using these basic ideas. Our
society will be made up of 100 males and 100 females. 50 of the males will choose
Strategy M,as will 50 of the females. The other 50 in both groups will choose the
opposite strategy. The 50 Strategy L males will have no chance with the females who
choose Strategy M(we will assume that no strategy for lying to the female and saying
that he will get married has emerged). So immediately, their options have been reduced
by half. The 50 Strategy R females will also not be interested in the Strategy M males.
since these females want to raise the child alone.
So immediately, the 50 Strategy M’s of both sexes will be drawn together.
Likewise, the 50 Strategy R’s and L’s will also be drawn together. The more sexually
attractive L’s will do quite well at first, while the L’s that are not so attractive will
quickly die out without being able to reproduce. We will say that of the 50 original L’s,
20 of them (the most sexually attractive 20) are able to reproduce with the 50 R females.
Therefore, each sexually attractive L will have 2 and

children, and there will be 50

offspring produced altogether. We will not worry about problems such as sterility, as
they will produce the same results throughout the population regardless of which strategy
is chosen by a particular human.
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Now we must factor in the difficulty that the female has in raising the child by
herself. Of course, the more difficult and complicated the world in which she lives is, the
more difficult it will be for her to succeed in raising the child. We will make our
hypothetical world a difficult one(as the world of the early humans must have been) and
say that only one out of every two of these children will survive long enough to reach
their adulthood. Of course, in such a difficult world, the female will certainly not have
enough time or resources to devote herself to raising a second child. Therefore, the L’s
and the R’s will yield 25 offspring. These 25 offspring will contain the gene that codes
for the behavior of R or L depending on which sex the child is.
Now we will return to the two Strategy M’s. Each M will pair with an M of the
opposite sex, so we will have 50 couples. Each couple will then produce one child.
Because two parents are now devoted to raising the child, the survival rate is much
higher. We will say that only 1 in 5 of the produced offspring die. Also, since there are
two parents involved, more children will be able to be produced. We will say that the
average couple produces 2 children.
So the initial production will yield 100 children. However, since 1 in 5 of these
children die before reaching adulthood, there will only be 80 adults who have the
Strategy M. On the whole, though, the society’s strategies have shifted vastly. In the
span of one generation. Strategies L and R have f2illen from 50% of the population to less
than 25%. As each subsequent generation passes, their percentage will decrease more
and more.
Of course. Strategies L and R will never fully be eliminated from the population.
Their percentages will probably continually decrease, but as long as two female R’s are
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able to raise a child, they will remain part of the population. Since only the attractive L’s
will be able to reproduce, this segment of the population wiQ also tend to be more
sexually attractive. However, the males may be forced to adapt tactics, such as lying to
female M’s and saying that they will stay with them and help them to raise the child, in
order to keep their genes alive.
As long as there are females that are willing to rear the child by themselves, the
males who are not interested in the rearing process will be able to continue to reproduce
without such tactics. The modem female’s dislike for males who are not interested in
marriage, as well as females who are ‘loose’(those who have sex without demanding
marriage) is easily explednable by this data. The female M’s would like nothing more
than to wipe out both the L’s and the R’s from the population.
It seems from our experiment, though, that many more animals would also be
benefited by mating for life. However, other factors must go into the equation. Many
animals are able to produce so many offspring that the survival ofjust a few of these
offspring ensures the survival of their genes. Many animals, also, do not live in
environments which make survival as difficult as our environment does. So for humans,
at least, it seems that marriage will evolve as the preferred strategy, but this data will not
necessarily hold for all species.
ii: Contraception and Adoption
The use of contraception is often pointed to as counter-evidence against this sort
of evolutionary ethics. It is practiced quite often, and it would be foolish to try to argue
that it is just an irregularity. So what other explanation can be provided by evolutionary
ethics? As was suggested earlier, before a human makes the decision to have children, he
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or she must decide whether or not the resources for rearing that child are available. If
they are not there, then the parent could be physically or psychologically harmed by the
attempt to rear a child.
If a human does not feel that he or she is ready for the job, this does not make that
human’s sexual desire go away. The genes make sure that that sexual drive is always
there (as long as the human is at a reasonable child rearing age), but the brain, which has
been granted freedom by the genes, can look at the larger picture. If this brain realizes
that any attempts to raise a child could cause irreparable damage, than a decision must be
made. In order to fulfill the sexual desire without committing oneself to the rearing of a
child, contraception must be used.
It is easy to see how such an idea could have arisen in our society. Those who
violate this basic principle and attempt to rear children even when they are not ready will
have a lot of difficulty passing on their genes (or memes)to the next generation. Those
who are patient and await the correct time for the commitment to raising children will
better be able to take care of their children. Their children will also be better able to
survive in our complicated society and pass on their genes.
At this point, one might raise the objection of adoption. One can pull two very
different objections out of this SOCiai practice. First off, there are very few women who
are willing to repeatedly conceive and give birth to children, only to give tbeiYiup fol
adoption. However, such a strategy would surely help to spread the woman’s genes more
thoroughly throughout the population. Also, there are many people who are interested in
adopting children who are not their own, in the genetic sense, and rearing them as if they
were.
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To deal with the first objection, one must realize that adoption as a large-scale
enterprise is relatively new. Throughout most of human history, a parent who did not see
his or her child growing older would probably assume that the child had died. Because of
this, we have evolved so that we believe that for our children to be properly reared, we
must do so ourselves. As adoption becomes more and more prevalent in our society,
these ideeis may change and more people may be willing to give up their children for
adoption.
The second objection is dealt with by returning to the idea that our brains our
partially free from the tyranny of our genes. An adoptive parent usually resorts to
adoption only when that parent cannot have children of his or her own. After adopting
the child, the parent usually tries to convince himself that the child is actually his own.
The more the brain is convinced that this is true, the more satisfaction the parent will feel
as the child grows older. For this reason (and others), many adopted children are not
even told that they are, in fact, adopted.

Hi: Racism
The final moral behavior that we will apply this evolutionary model of ethics to is
racism. Earlier in this essay, slavery was briefly mentioned. If our brains tell us to
respect other people 2ind treat them well so that they will do the same for us, how can we
explain an entire society of people treating another group of people worse than animals?
There was obviously no respect for the people being treated this way. Why did the brains
of these men and women tell them that this other group of people with darker skin were
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not entitled to the rights and privileges that they give to the rest of the members of their
own society?
Dawkins provides a possible answer: “Conceivably, racial prejudice could be
interpreted as an irrational generalization of a kin-selected tendency to identify with
individuals physically resembling oneself, and to be nasty to individuals different in
appearance.”(Dawkins, Selfish Gene, p.l(X)) This explanation doesn’t seem to work.
After all, we have already established that people treat others with respect regardless of
whether or not they are related. It is hard to accept that this behavior toward others is the
result of wanting to help someone because there is a remote possibility that the person is
a relative. This explanation also fails to address the fact that racism is becoming less and
less prominent in our society. If it were caused by our genes, it would take thousands of
years for any progress to be made.
It seems more probable to attempt to apply the “reciprocal altruism” model to the
idea of racism. As humanity grew, we were separated from one another into tribes.
Tribes could be determined by race, religion, or many other potential factors. More than
likely most tribes would originally be determined by Joining with those who live nearby.
After a while, it is necessary that these tribes would come into contact with other tribes
who had different beliefs about how things worked. These people had probably
developed some sort of reciprocal altruism amongst the members of the tribe, but would
this altruism apply to the people who they now encounter?
It seems entirely possible that one tribe might have no respect for another tribe,
despite intense moral respect for the members of its own tribe. This is especially true
when one tribe feels that it is stronger than another tribe, and it doesn’t need their help. A
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weaker Uibe (or a tribe which feels weaker) may also develop these same sentiments out
of fear. This could perfectly explain how racism and other cultural biases might have
arisen. Of course, as our world moves closer and closer to becoming one tribe(or
culture), many of these biases fall away. Our morality becomes more and more universal
as we began to rely on each and every person more and more.

Section XI: Behaviors Prescribed by this Theory

Evolution, both biological and social, can provide answers. Reciprocal altruism
and kin selection have worked together to create a complex system of morality in most
human societies. Our study of the tribe of the Ik shows us that our morality is not ‘set in
stone.’ Our morality can be changed by circumstances. Our study of animal altruism
shows us that we are not the only species which behaves morally. And belief in objective
morality is merely an idea that is useful to the ‘survival machine’, and consequently, the
gene. But what else can we learn from this theory? Can we learn how we ought to
behave?
There cire two basic types of ethical philosophy: philosophies that make
descriptive claims and philosophies that make prescriptive claims. The former tells us
how and why moral feelings have developed within us. This essay up until this point has
been in this category. Prescriptive claims, rather than telling us about how we developed
our feelings, tell us how we should live in the moral sense, or even how we should feel
about mor2il issues.
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So what sort of behavior is prescribed by this theory? The first answer that comes
to mind is that we should act in accordance with how our genes want us to act. This
seems to be the answer chosen by Spencer, as well as E. O. Wilson and many of the
sociobiologists. Wilson and his supporters seem to argue that women should not go off
to work because their genes predispose them to stay at home, while the men go out and
4C
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hunt.

However, the only possible way to come to these conclusions is to make the

jump from ‘is’ statements to ‘should’ statements. As was pointed out earlier, this is not a
logical step.
It seems to me that someone cbuld finish reading this essay (or another that
reveals the truth about the origin of his moral feelings) and decide that he will defy his
genes. He will refuse to reproduce. He will not allow his genes to control his destiny.
Maybe, he will throw himself off a balcony to destroy forever his tyrannic2il genes. This
would be no more or less valid than the behaviors that Spencer and Wilson felt the theory
prescribed.
The existentialists were right when they claimed that facts are only what we make
of them. As Hume pointed out, no prescriptive moral claim can possibly be pulled out of
this purely descriptive ethical system. To attempt to do so is to subjectively impose
oneself on to the system. Anyone who claims that evolutionary biology can be used to
show how we should behave is only trying to make their opinions sound more impressive
by attaching them to an accepted theory as if the one could not be separated from the
other.
Rachels gives a brilliant example that illustrates why the biological study of how
we have developed certain moral behaviors will never replace prescriptive, moral
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philosophy. “Imagine that someone proposed eliminating the study of mathematics, and
replacing it with the systematic study of the biological basis of mathematical thinking.”
(Rachels, 78). Biology can oftentimes give us answers as to why we behave the way we
do, but it can never tell us how we should behave. To find these answers we will have to
look elsewhere.
However, simply because the theory cannot logically prescribe behaviors does not
lead to the conclusion that the study of evolution is completely useless to the study of
ethics. Our society already prescribes moral behaviors. Despite the fact that there is no
logical way to prove things such as “Killing is bad,” we still enforce the rules that we
have in place. Our society already regulates morality.
Therefore, the study of evolution could be quite useful to the field of ethics. If we
can completely outline a descriptive theory of ethics in evolutionary terms (both
biological and social) then perhaps we can discover “what went wrong” with murderers
and thieves. It seems obvious that the problem is in their social upbringing, so perhaps
we could repair the problem at its root. It would not have to be a scary government
enforced project like something from 1984 or Brave New World. Parents could learn the
methods and teach their own children ethics. Parents could try to avoid behaviors that
could lead their children down the wrong path. One would have trouble finding a mother
who wanted her child to grow up to be a murderer or a rapist. We study methods of
teaching mathematics and science to children. So why not look into how a child learns or
fails to learn morality? Social forces and extreme circumstances have weakened, nearly
destroyed the morality of the Ik. Why not use those same social forces to strengthen the
morality of our own society?
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At this point, there are several interjections that might be made. Wouldn’t such a
project eliminate choice from human decision making? If everyone is socially
programmed to behave a certain way, hasn’t human freedom disappeared? Because of
his social upbringing, a serial murderer does not really have any freedom. Is it really
possible for him to stop murdering? If we could repair these murderous urges, why
shouldn’t we? If this project were successful, the murderer would have no less freedom.
The only difference is that now this person would no longer be killing other people.
Despite all of this theorizing, though, the point is that the study of the
evolutionary source of ethics is far from useless. Many social philosophers and biologists
have misunderstood the theory. However, the theory must not be dismissed as useless
solely because others have misunderstood it. Continued study of the biological and social
causes of ethics is a necessaiy step toward social progress.

End Notes
1 - James Hutton (1726-1797) — Scottish geologist, chemist, and naturalist, formulated
the theory of uniformitarianism in his great work; The Theory of the Earth (1795).
2- William Smith (1769-1839)- English geologist who studied the geological strata of
England and identified the fossils peculiar to each layer, introduced the method of
estimating the age of geological formations by the fossils present.
3 - Georges Leopold Cuvier (1769-1832)- French naturalist, originated a sytem of
zoological classification and reconstructed fossils
4 — James Rachels - a member of the philosophy faculty at UAB since 1977. Before that
he taught at the University of Richmond, New York University, and the University of
Miami. From 1978-83 he was dean of UAB's School of Arts and Humanities. He
received his undergraduate degree from Mercer University and his Ph.D. from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
5 - Jean Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829)- French naturalist, most famous for his
attempted theory of evolution, in which species evolve through acquired characteristics.
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6 — John Stevens Henslow (1796-1861)- English botanist, teacher and friend of Charles
Darwin, wrote on scientific fanning.
7 — Adam Sedgwick(1785-1873)- English geologist, most important work was the study
of the rock formation of Devonshire
8 — Thomas Huxley (1825-1895) — English biologist and educator, coined the term
agnostic and became an influential defender of Darwin’s theory of evolution.
9- Samuel Wilberforce (1805-1873)- member of the English clergy,famous for his
oratorical skills.
10- Joseph Hooker(1817-1911)- English botanist, one of Darwin’s closest friends and
defender of his theories, son of Sir William Jackson Hooker
11 — Herbert Spencer (1820-1903) — English philosopher, his works had more popular
appeal than scientific influence.
12 — David Hume (1711-1776) — Scottish philosopher and historian, famous for his
extreme skepticism.
13 - G. E. Moore(1873-1958) — English philosopher, wrote on ethics and language.
14 — Hermann Joseph Muller(1890-1967)- American geneticist and educator,
discovered a technique for artificially inducing mutations.
15 - Francis Crick (1916-present) and James Watson (1928-present)- together with
M.H.F. Wilkins, they won the 1962 Nobel Prize in Medicine for their work with DNA
16 - Richard Dawkins (1941-present) - educated at Oxford University and has taught
zoology at the universities of California and Oxford. He is the Charles Simonyi Professor
of the Public Understanding of Science at Oxford University. His books about evolution
and science include The Selfish Gene, The Extended Phenotype, The Blind Watchmaker,
River Out ofEden, Climbing Mount Improbable, and most recently. Unweaving the
Rainbow.
17 - E. O. Wilson (1929-present)- American sociobiologist, argued that all human
behavior, including altruism, is genetically based.
18 - Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)- German existentialist philosopher, famous works
include Beyond Good and Evil and Thus Spake Zarathustra.
19 - Colin M. Turnbull (1924-1994)- British anthropologist, most famous for his study
of the Ik tribe.
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20- Gerald Wilkinson - Professor of Biology at the University of Maryland
21 — Frans de Waal (1948-present) — Dutch zoologist and ethologist. He is a Research
Professor in Psychobiology at the Yerkes Regional Primate Research Center at Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia, where he is also Professor of Primate Behavior and
Professor of Psychology
22- Jane Goodall (1934-present) - the world's foremost authority on chimpanzees,
having closely observed their behavior for the past quarter century in the jungles of the
Gombe Game Reserve in Africa, living in the chimps' environment and gaining their
confidence.
23 — Michael Ruse - Professor of Philosophy and Zoology at Florida State University
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